The problems of efficacy estimation in noise cancelling by a neural net ) and the use of this information in weighting matching algorithms are focused. Since the effect of noise on the speech signal is variable and the backpropagation training algorithm is essentially stochastic (most common patterns have more influence in the weights re-estimation process), it i s reasonable to s u p pose that the LIN efficacy depends on the input and each noisy frame' could be associated to a reliability coefficient that attempts to measure how reliable is the result of the neural net processing. Isolated word recognition experiments have shown that reliability weighting can result in a mean error rate reduction as high as 96, 80, 58 and 36 % at SNR=12, 6, 3 and OdB, respectively, when the noise is white Gaussian.
INTRODUCTION
Many techniques have been proposed to try to solve the noise sensitivity of speech recognition algorithms. Many of these noise cancellation methods can be seen as a system that processes a noisy input and produces an output with the influence of noise reduced. In all the approaches seen so far, the efficacy of noise cancelling systems has been considered constant in the sense that it is supposed that the noisy speech signals are processed equally, independently of the segmental SNR and the power spectral distribution. In [5], a technique based on a noise cancelling neural net (LIN) and segmental SNR weighting in acousting pattern matching algorithm was proposed. However, further experiments showed that the improvement of SNR weighting depended on LIN training conditions and suggested that the neural net noise cancellation efficacy should be included in the weighting procedure.
The contributions of this paper concern: a) the estimation of reliability in noise cancelling by a neural net; and b) combination of this reliability estimation with weighted matching algorithms. T h i s approach has not been found in the literature and seems sufficiently generic to be employed with other *Supported by a grant &om CNPq-Brasilia/BraPil noise reduction techniques. A modified backpropagation algorithm, that can reduce the number of iterations needed to train LIN, is also proposed.
LATERAL INHIBITION NET (LIN): A NOISE CANCELLATION NEURAL NET
Masking is basically the suppression of the lowest by the highest spectral components. Lateral inhibition is one of the processes responsible for the masking phenomena in different sensory systems and this concept was used to train the noise reduction neural network, LIN (Lateral Inhibition Net), employed in this research. Given:
E,, the normalised log energy at the output of the filter FT = (E:, E;, E:, ..., Eh), frame i of clean signal;
F : = (E,",&n,E,",...,Ei;), frame i after it has noise j in a bank of N filters; added; the lateral inhibition function (LI) can be set as:
where the function LI() was approximated with multilayer perceptrons with one hidden layer. The output function for the hidden layer nodes was a ( . ) = l / ( l + e -= ) and the output function for input and output layers is linear. Each input node receives the energy of one filter and the same energy is fedforward to the output node in order to compound the equation (1). The number of input, hidden and output nodes were equal to the number of filters N [5]. The LIN was trained with the following conditions that define the lateral inhibition function:
LI( F:) x LI( F f )
All the weights of the neural net (except those on the feedforward connections from the inputs to the outputs which were always equal to 1) were estimated with the classical backpropagation algorithm with cross-validation 
LIN Training Database
Sounds that present low energy (typically fricatives) are the first to be masked by corrupting signals, and using these speech frames as training patterns could mean learning the neural network with an information that is lost even for moderate SNRs. In the results reported in this paper, energy was used as discriminative parameter. Initially the maximum energy of the utterance was computed and then all the frames that were below a given threshold from the maximum energy were discarded. According to some preliminary experiments a suitable threshold would be 25dB.
LIN AND RELIABILITY IN NOISE

REDUCTION
In recognition tests, reference (clean utterances) and testing patterns (noisy utterances) are processed by LIN, and hence in the acoustic pattern matching algorithm the local dis-
where k denotes a reference frame and i a test one. In the experiments reported here, the distance function d was the Euclidean metric.
A noise cancelling neural net can be seen as a system that processes a noisy input and produces an output with the influence of noise reduced. Since there are several levels of distortions and the backpropagation training algorithm is essentially stochastic (most common patterns have more influence in the weights re-estimation process), it is reasonable to suppose that the LIN efficacy depends on the input and each noisy frame could be associated to a reliability coefficient that attempts to measure how reliable is the result of LIN processing. Due to the fact that the noise cancelling depends on d[LI(F:),LI(F:)] (the smaller this distance is, the better is the noise influence cancelling), the reliability coefficient ( r ) could be related to this distortion by means of the following function:
At the recognition procedure, the clean version Pi' of the noisy testing frame FF is not available but, due to the fact that the power spectral distribution of the corrupting signal is known (white Gaussian noise), F;' can be set as a function of F," and the local SNR. After LIN has been trained, the training data-base could be used to approximate the relation between d[LI(F:), LI(F,")]. and F," and the local SNR. Consequently, if the segmental SNR could be computed frame by frame and given that F," is available, the reliability coefficient could be estimated frame by frame during the recognition process.
Local SNR Estimation
If the noise is poorly correlated and uncorrelated with the speech signal, it is possible to estimate the power of the clean speech from the autocorrelation function of the noisy signal The coefficient n can be computed frame by frame because it needs just the autocorrelation of the noisy signal at points mrO, 1 and 2. Observe that the estimation of the noise power in silence intervals is not needed and the method c a p tures the dynamics of the speech and noise signals' energy.
The segmental SNR and the coefficient n are related by the following equation:
Mean Distortions
As an approximation, it can be assumed that the distortion In the modified algorithm, the clean signal F: was replaced with LI(F:) as the reference for the noisy frames, and the quadratic error was computed between the reference LI(F:) and the output LI(F,").
For each speaker, the frames from the set of repetition 1 of the training database (section 5.1) generated the input-reference pattern pairs used by the LIN training algorithm to estimate the weights. The frames from the set of repetition 2 of the training database generated the input-reference pattern pairs 
Results
The results presented in this paper were achieved with 1000 recognition tests for each S N R 10 reference sets x 100 testinc utterances. The following configurations were tested: the 
LI(F't) and LI(F,"), for
all the local SNR's included in the training database. This is more coherent with the conditions that define the lateral inhibition function (see section 2). It is interesting to highlight that the reference is not constant as in the ordinary backpropagation algorithm, but it is modified iteration by iteration because LI(F;C) depends on LIN, and LIN's weights are re-estimated each time that a reference-output pair is presented t o the training algorithm.
EXPERIMENTS OF WORD RECOGNITION
Database and Pre-processing
The proposed methods were tested with speaker-dependent isolated word (English digits from 0 t o 9) recognition experiments. The tests were carried out employing the two speakers (one female and one male) from the Noisex database. The isolated clean words were automatically end detected and generated the database used in this research. For each speaker, the 100 training clean utterances (10 repetitions per digit) generated 10 reference sets (set of repetition 1 of each word, set of repetition 2 of each word, etc). The 100 testing clean utterances were used to create the noisy database, as explained with more details in [SI, by adding white noise at 6 global-SNR levels: clean speech, +18dB, +12dB, +6dB, 
DISCUSSION
LIN showed a substantial reduction in error rates even without reliability weighting. LIN with the ordinary DTW algorithm (DP -L) practically eliminated the influence of the noise at SNR=18 and 12 dB, and resulted in a mean reduction of 86, 69 and 48% at SNR=6, 3 and OdB, respectively. Moreover, the error introduced for clean testkg signals was almost zero.
As can be seen in tables 1 and 2 (female speaker) and tables and 56% at SNR=l2, 6 and 3dB, respectively, while the SNR weighting resulted in a much smaller reduction in most of the cases and even in an increase of the error rate in other cases. This must be due to the fact that in the one-step algorithm the inffuence of a frame on decisions must be proportional t o its weighting coefficient, and the reliability coefficient includes not only the information concerning the segmental SNR, but also the LIN characteristic in the form of the meandistortion curve, and provides a more accurate estimation of the reliability of the information extracted from each frame.
According to tables 1-4, the reliability coefficient as a weighting parameter gave the best results, with the MLT algorithm for the female speaker and with the BLT algorithm for the male one. However, the MLT algorithm kept the error rate below 2.5% at SNR=6dB and below 10% at SNR=3dB for both speakers.
CONCLUSIONS
The combination of LIN and weighted DP algorithms proved to be effective in reducing the influence of white Gaussian noise, and the error introduced for clean testing signals was almost zero. The reliability coefficient gave better results than the SNR estimation as a weighting parameter and this must arise from the fact that this coefficient takes into account not only the local SNR estimation but also the characteristic response of LIN in the form of the mean-distortion curve. The weighted DP algorithms helped to reduce the error rate, but its improvement decreased when the SNR became more severe. The one-step DP matching proposed in [SI was also shown to be effective in reducing the error rate, and led to approximately the same error rates as the two-step matching [3] when the reliability weighting was used. The reliability coefficient as a weighting parameter seems to be a generic approach and could be employed with other noise cancelling techniques.
A drawback of LIN is the strong influence of training conditions (learning rate, initial weights and data-base) in the final results and several configurations had to be tested. In this sense, the inclusion of the reliability Coefficient seems to be an important advance because it caused a reduction of the error rate in all the cases, independently of the training configurations. Future work includes the generalization of LIN structure to other types of noises, adaptation t o new environments and a more generic estimation for the reliability Coefficient .
